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Have you been down to the woods today

Looking at the daunting task ahead of clearing brambles

Simon back for pond maintenance

Enjoying a cup of tea and biscuit

Martin about to tackle the Laurel
Have you been down to the woods today?

The area of brambles ...

... to be cleared

We will tackle the left side of photo ...

... the brambles seem to go on forever
Have you been down to the woods today

Almost done, but it has taken most of the day

Carole pulling at the brambles ..

... attempting to get as much of the root as possible

Carole and James in deep discussion
Have you been down to the woods today… will keep the brambles at bay for a while longer

We can’t quite believe the area we have cleared

Only time will tell if pulling the roots …

Martin using the mattock
Have you been down to the woods today

Feeling a bit cold today

Keep smiling

The end of the day in the pond for Simon
Have you been down to the woods today

The squirrel that was found dead under a fallen tree...

... it was decided to give it a burial with memorial cross

Farewell